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The sylvan returns to European culture both as an image, capable of distilling the character of places and the
modalities of crossing them, and a reality: forests are advancing and the presence of wild and untamed areas
within cities are a constantly expanding fact. The two levels of reading of the sylvan – the one taking it as a
figuration through which to interpret reality and the other analysing it as evident space – require a
codification of the tools and modes of inhabiting such an unknown locus.
The “sylvan” imaginary refers to a presumed original condition – the ingens sylva, populated by giants
according to Giambattista Vico, the state of nature in Hobbes’ homo homini lupus – ruled by violence and
lack of order: previous or foreign to the civitas and its conduct. The configuration of the relationship between
sylvan and city depends on the philosophy of history, oriented towards decadence from a primordial natural
condition (Eden) or towards the progressive emancipation from minority towards nature. In both approaches,
the conception of the sylvan (and of nature) is polarised between a benign or malignant view. After years
spent reading the forms of the city, attention returns to a forgotten world: it is the world of the inland
territories, not only geographically but also in the broad sense of neglected, obscured places. This way it is
possible to discover diverse natures and their transformations: from the tamed that turns savage, to the
inhabited that encounters unforeseen appearances, or to the vast forests that advance silently. The departure
from the countryside, on the one hand, and the end of production cycles, on the other, produce disused lands
and artefacts in which new and ancient logics establish themselves, either in their primitive form or altered
by artificially instigated natural rebalances. The economic crisis and the crisis of resources and public
finances have led to a reduction in the maintenance and redevelopment of the urban with a consequent
abandonment and diminished care for the “empty” spaces of the city. The remnants of modernity are also
pushed by the slowdown of existing designs or their withdrawal into unguarded areas, dilapidated buildings,
spaces where other natures converge. As the creeping guilt for commandeering and consuming nature
accumulates, the wild has gained ground, transcended its boundaries and made its way into the city. We are
witnessing new urban conflicts between the wild and inhabitants, which find a counterpart in social conflicts.
Meanwhile, monumental forests offer new knowledge and discoveries: they are the other side of the city.
The sylvan is an ambiguous system, it triggers fears and appetites, it is untameable. It is an agglomeration of
“zones” in which it is easy to get lost, but also an “environment” that can be crossed by drawing lines of
incursion. To inhabit the sylvan means increasing the capacity for recognition, defining modes of
coexistence; fundamentally, a “new alliance” is called for. Design responses to these changes start from the
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awareness that it is impossible to handle everything. This entails a paradigm shift resulting in the definition
of new tools (words, uses, materials, rules, plans). The culture capable of relating to nature, which is skilled
in inhabiting it, caring for it, using it and restraining it, is largely lost; it must therefore be reconstructed,
updated and redefined.
The judgement on nature depends on the judgment on urban-civil life: the forest is a shelter and return to
nature compared to a civil space that is wanted to escape to; or it is the place where the humankind is in
danger of losing its “civilisation” and returning to a wild state. The sylvan is therefore also a threshold, a
limit, a discreet element that marks the use and conception of the territory. As an interruption of the
ecumene, the forest acts as a political border, as a terra nullius (or communis), between different
communities and territorial systems, and hence as a neutral field in which to set up encounters and
exchanges. However, it is also a space for sacred and mysterious relations (lights and nemora in the Roman
cult, a Dionysian scenario, druids, sabbath...), where civic/civil power holds no sway. The sylvan space is
therefore a space of unregulated relationships, which are not in-formed in cultural terms and therefore
anarchic, devoid of (human) law: the asylum romuleo stood in a forest, the nemus aricinum was a hideout for
runaway slaves.
Hence, an expectation/perception in terms of dangerous, liminal space, a site of terrible encounters,
nightmares, witches’ sabbaths, ghosts, gateways to the beyond. A stately game reserve or a metropolitan
jungle for prostitutes and drug dealers, the sylvan is a non-ordinary space, inhabited by actors who want to
be “apart” and take refuge there. But it is also a sanctum in which to recreate oneself away from anxious
cities, while giving shelter and protection to biodiversity. It is an other space, for opposition
(cultivated/uncultivated, in both senses) and for residuality (neither ager nor civitas), where it is possible to
isolate and detach oneself from the community (nymphs, fairies, hermits, monks, fugitives, renegades,
partisans...) or where it is possible to be ghettoised by the community (blacksmiths, coalmen, bandits,
vagabonds, illegal immigrants...). From the symbolic-religious Christian point of view, the sylvan is the
equivalent of the desert in which the hermit's experience was born; at the same time it is a territory of nonChristian cults to be converted: “spiritual retreat” and missionary land. Interactions that can be studied from
different sources – e.g. literary, such as novels, fairy-tales, the lives of saints, bestiaries – so as to investigate
the relationships between the inhabitants of the sylvan – humans, other animals, fantastic creatures. In the
past, moreover, the sylvan carried out strategic tasks, starting with the supply of timber: energy, construction,
tools, furniture, ships. In architecture, the forest has been the foundation of romantic metaphors concretised
in natural atmospheres, frozen and evoked in spatial systems. Dense and obscure nature has been the subject
of theories and design practices that have insisted on nostalgia for what has been lost and on the consolation
of artificially reconstructing a part of it. New outposts can now be established as ramparts or passageways to
break through already uncertain boundaries. And, what is more, arks can be built to safeguard “seeds” of
indispensable natures or traces of cultivations. It is a matter of putting concrete images into play and no
longer of evoking metaphors of a necessary architecture.
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Ultimately, the return of the sylvan marks the return of a new sense of the “archaic”, of yet another mixture
of architecture and earth, a conscious combination of the conflict between the reason and the uncanny,
adventure and comfort, memories of the city and the forest ways of life. The term “sylvan” denotes precise
and concrete realities and multiple imaginaries but also indicates the possible trajectory of future time as well
as the turning towards a very distant past: it is an arrow whose direction establishes the connotations of a
possible new “natural contract”.

Vesper No. 3 | Nella selva | Wildness
Call for abstracts by February 5, 2020
Project. A contribution that establishes a close relationship between a set of images/drawings and a critical
text investigating the underlying reasons for an accomplished project.
Call for abstract: maximum 400 words, maximum 3 images.
Final contribution: maximum 3000 words, maximum 10 images (deadline April 5, 2020).
Essay. A scientific essay with footnotes, bibliography and iconography.
Call for abstract: maximum 700 words, maximum 2 images, selected bibliography.
Final contribution: maximum 4500 word, maximum 7 images (deadline April 5, 2020).
Journey. A written or visual report telling about a real or imaginary journey and its development through
time and/or space.
Call for abstract: maximum 400 words or maximum 3 images with captions.
Final contribution: text of maximum 1500 words and maximum 3 images or a visual storyboard with up to
10 images (illustrations, photographs, drawings). The images submitted must be produced by the author who
must be the copyright holder (deadline April 5, 2020).
Archive. A selection of archival materials presented along with their sources and a comment.
Call for abstract: maximum 300 words, maximum 4 images.
Final contribution: maximum 1500 words, maximum 10 images (deadline April 5, 2020).
Tutorial. A sequence of images and texts intended as a brief manual to perform practices and/or operations.
Call for abstract: maximum 400 words, maximum 4 images.
Final contribution: maximum 15 images (illustrations, photographs, drawings) with a text of maximum 1200
words. The images submitted must be produced by the author who must be the copyright holder (deadline
April 5, 2020).
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Vesper No. 3 Nella selva | Wildness
Call for papers by April 5, 2020
Translation. Unpublished translation of a document in any language, to be published in Italian and English
along with a critical review.
Call for paper: Text proposed for translation: maximum of 1500 words, critical review: maximum 1200
words and 1 image.
Tale. A narrative text (without footnotes or bibliography) or a visual narrative.
Call for paper: maximum 1500 words or a selection of 10 images (illustrations, photographs, drawings). The
images submitted must be produced by the author who must be the copyright holder.
Dictionary. Each issue of the journal hosts three entries in Italian and three entries in English to compose an
ongoing dictionary. Each text critically deals with the definition of a term strictly related to the issue’s topic.
The dictionary in Vesper No. 2 includes letters: R, S, T for Italian and D, E, F for English. The initial letter
of the term must correspond to one of these letters and must be written in its own belonging language.
Call for paper: An opening image (with caption), the text and a short bibliography, for a total of 1000 words.

Timeline
> Abstract must be submitted by February 5, 2020
> Abstract acceptance notification by February 20, 2020
> Paper submission by April 5, 2020
> Paper acceptance notification by April 20, 2020
> Publication of Vesper No. 3, November 2020

Guidelines for the submission of abstracts by February 5, 2020
Sections: Project, Essay, Journey, Archive, Tutorial
Abstract must contain: title; name of author(s), affiliation, e-mail address and a short bio-bibliographical
profile; selected section; five keywords; text according to the guidelines for each different type of
contribution and/or images with captions. File name: Vesper3_abstract_Last Name. Abstract can be
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submitted either in Italian or in English. Abstract must be submitted as .pdf via e-mail to: pard.iride@iuav.it.
E-mail subject: Vesper 3 Call for abstract / Last name.

Guidelines for the submission of papers by April 5, 2020
Sections: Project, Essay, Journey, Archive, Tutorial
Paper must contain: title; name of author(s), affiliation, e-mail address and a short bio-bibliographical
profile; selected section; five keywords; summary of 150 words (for on-line publication); text according to
the guidelines for each different type of contribution and/or images with captions. File name:
Vesper3_paper_Last Name. Paper can be submitted either in Italian or in English and must follow the
journal’s editorial guidelines, which can be downloaded at the following link: https://bit.ly/39OCJtQ. Papers
must be submitted as .pdf via e-mail to: pard.iride@iuav.it. E-mail subject: Call for paper Vesper 3 / Last
name.

Guidelines for the submission of papers by April 5, 2020
Sections: Translation, Tale, Dictionary
Paper must contain: title; name of author(s), affiliation, e-mail address and a short bio-bibliographical
profile; selected section; five keywords; summary of 150 words (for on-line publication); text according to
the guidelines for each different type of contribution and/or images with captions. File name:
Vesper3_paper_Last Name. Paper can be submitted either in Italian or in English and must follow the
journal’s editorial guidelines, which can be downloaded at the following link: https://bit.ly/39OCJtQ. Papers
must be submitted as .pdf via e-mail to: pard.iride@iuav.it. E-mail subject: Call for paper Vesper 3 / Last
name.
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